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Serverless Web Applications with React and Firebase

2018-04-10

build rich and collaborative applications using client side code with react redux and firebase key features 1 a practical guide covering the
full stack for web development with react 16 and firebase 2 leverage the power of firebase cloud storage messaging functions oauth and
database security to develop serverless web applications 3 develop high performance applications without the hassle of setting up complex
web infrastructure book description reactjs is a wonderful framework for ui development firebase as a backend with react is a great choice
as it is easy powerful and provides great developer experience it removes a lot of boilerplate code from your app and allows you to focus
on your app to get it out quickly to users firebase with react is also a good choice for most viable product mvp development this book
provides more practical insights rather than just theoretical concepts and includes basic to advanced examples from hello world to a real
time seat booking app and helpdesk application this book will cover the essentials of firebase and react js and will take you on a fast paced
journey through building real time applications with firebase features such as cloud storage cloud function hosting and the realtime
database we will learn how to secure our application by using firebase authentication and database security rules we will leverage the
power of redux to organize data in the front end since redux attempts to make state mutations predictable by imposing certain restrictions
on how and when updates can happen towards the end of the book you will have improved your react skills by realizing the potential of
firebase to create real time serverless web applications what you will learn install powerful react js and firebase tools to make
development much more efficient create react components with firebase to save and retrieve the data in real time use firebase authentication
to make your react user interface secure develop react and firebase applications with redux integration firebase database security rules
firebase cloud storage integration to upload and store data on the cloud create a complete real time application with react and firebase
using firebase cloud messaging and cloud functions with react firebase cloud storage integration with react who this book is for this book
is for javascript developers who have some previous knowledge of react and want to develop serverless full stack applications but
without the hassle of setting up a complex infrastructure

Building Serverless Web Applications

2017-07-28

build scalable efficient and highly available web apps using aws about this book get an in depth understanding of the serverless model build a
complete serverless web application end to end learn how to use the serverless framework to improve your productivity who this book is
for if you re looking to learn more about scalable and cost efficient architectures this book is for you basic knowledge of node js skills or
familiarity with cloud services is required for other topics we cover the basics what you will learn get a grasp of the pros and cons of
going serverless and its use cases discover how you can use the building blocks of aws to your advantage set up the environment and create
a basic app with the serverless framework host static files on s3 and cloudfront with https support build a sample application with a
frontend using react as an spa develop the node js backend to handle requests and connect to a simpledb database secure your applications
with authentication and authorization implement the publish subscribe pattern to handle notifications in a serverless application create
tests define the workflow for deployment and monitor your app in detail this book will equip you with the knowledge needed to build your
own serverless apps by showing you how to set up different services while making your application scalable highly available and efficient
we begin by giving you an idea of what it means to go serverless exploring the pros and cons of the serverless model and its use cases next
you will be introduced to the aws services that will be used throughout the book how to estimate costs and how to set up and use the
serverless framework from here you will start to build an entire serverless project of an online store beginning with a react spa frontend
hosted on aws followed by a serverless backend with api gateway and lambda functions you will also learn to access data from a simpledb
database secure the application with authentication and authorization and implement serverless notifications for browsers using aws iot
this book will describe how to monitor the performance efficiency and errors of your apps and conclude by teaching you how to test and
deploy your applications style and approach this book takes a step by step approach on how to use the serverless framework and aws
services to build serverless applications it will give you a hands on feeling allowing you to practice while reading it provides a brief
introduction of concepts while keeping the focus on the practical skills required to develop applications

Serverless Design Patterns and Best Practices

2018-04-12

get started with designing your serverless application using optimum design patterns and industry standard practices key features learn the
details of popular software patterns and how they are applied to serverless applications understand key concepts and components in
serverless designs walk away with a thorough understanding of architecting serverless applications book description serverless
applications handle many problems that developers face when running systems and servers the serverless pay per invocation model can also
result in drastic cost savings contributing to its popularity while it s simple to create a basic serverless application it s critical to
structure your software correctly to ensure it continues to succeed as it grows serverless design patterns and best practices presents
patterns that can be adapted to run in a serverless environment you will learn how to develop applications that are scalable fault
tolerant and well tested the book begins with an introduction to the different design pattern categories available for serverless
applications you will learn the trade offs between graphql and rest and how they fare regarding overall application design in a serverless
ecosystem the book will also show you how to migrate an existing api to a serverless backend using aws api gateway you will learn how
to build event driven applications using queuing and streaming systems such as aws simple queuing service sqs and aws kinesis patterns for
data intensive serverless application are also explained including the lambda architecture and mapreduce this book will equip you with the
knowledge and skills you need to develop scalable and resilient serverless applications confidently what you will learn comprehend the
popular design patterns currently being used with serverless architectures understand the various design options and corresponding



implementations for serverless web application apis learn multiple patterns for data intensive serverless systems and pipelines including
mapreduce and lambda architecture learn how to leverage hosted databases queues streams storage services and notification services
understand error handling and system monitoring in a serverless architecture a serverless architecture learn how to set up a serverless
application for continuous integration continuous delivery and continuous deployment who this book is for if you re a software architect
engineer or someone who wants to build serverless applications which are non trivial in complexity and scope then this book is for you basic
knowledge of programming and serverless computing concepts are assumed

Serverless Applications with Node.js

2019-02-12

summary serverless applications with node js walks you through building serverless apps on aws using javascript inside you ll discover
what claudia js brings to the table as you build and deploy a scalable event based serverless application based around a pizzeria that s
fully integrated with aws services including lambda and api gateway each chapter is filled with exercises examples tips and more to make
sure you re ready to bring what you ve learned into your own work foreword by gojko adzic purchase of the print book includes a free ebook
in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the technology the benefits of cloud hosted serverless web apps are undeniable
lower complexity quicker time to market and easier scalability than traditional server dependent designs and thanks to javascript support in
aws lambda and powerful new serverless api tools like the claudia js library you can build and deploy serverless apps end to end without
learning a new language about the book serverless applications with node js teaches you to design and build serverless web apps on aws
using javascript node and claudia js you ll master the basics of writing aws lambda functions along with core serverless patterns like api
gateway along the way you ll practice your new skills by building a working chatbot and a voice assistant with amazon alexa you ll
also discover techniques for migrating existing apps to a serverless platform what s inside authentication and database storage
asynchronous functions interesting real world examples developing serverless microservices about the reader for web developers
comfortable with javascript and node js about the author slobodan stojanovi� and aleksandar simovi� are aws serverless heroes and core
contributors to the claudia js project they are also coauthors of desole an open source serverless errortracking tool and the lead
developers of claudia bot builder table of contents part 1 serverless pizzeria introduction to serverless with claudia building your first
serverless api asynchronous work is easy we promise pizza delivery connecting an external service houston we have a problem level up your
api working with files part 2 let s talk when pizza is one message away chatbots typing async and delayed responses jarvis i mean alexa
order me a pizza paying for pizza migrating to serverless real world case studies appendix a installation and configuration appendix b
facebook messenger twilio and alexa configuration appendix c stripe and mongodb setup appendix d the pizza recipe

Serverless Web Applications with AWS Amplify

2023-08-06

learn the fundamentals of serverless applications and how to take advantage of time tested amazon services aws to build scalable apps
this book shows you how to work with the key features of your applications with minimum code simple cli commands and one click
deployments you ll see how to manage authentication standard ui components database storage filesystem ci cd pipeline and more you ll
also examine the architecture strengths scalability and limitations of serverless and how to use aws amplify effectively you will use
tools including react cognito graphql dynamodb kinesis and sagemaker aws amplify is the fastest and easiest way to build serverless web
and mobile apps at scale comprising tools and services that work independently and can be wired together to build scalable apps what you
ll learn build graphql and rest apis model data with amplify datastores set up a ci cd pipeline with amplify record and make sense of user
data analytics with kinesis boost your application with ai ml capability using sagemaker who this book is for developers who have worked
on web technologies and want to learn how to build serverless applications and developers interested in making powerful applications using
aws that can then be wired using aws amplify

Serverless Single Page Apps

2016-06-14

don t waste your time building an application server see how to build low cost low maintenance highly available serverless single page web
applications that scale into the millions of users at the click of a button quickly build reliable well tested single page apps that stay up
and running 24 7 using amazon services avoid messing around with middle tier infrastructure and get right to the web app your customers
want you don t need to manage your own servers to build powerful web applications this book will show you how to create a single page
app that runs entirely on web services scales to millions of users and costs less per day than a cup of coffee using a web browser a
prepared workspace and your favorite editor you ll build a complete single page web application step by step learn the fundamental
technologies behind modern single page apps and use web standards to create lean web applications that can take advantage of the newest
technologies deploy your application quickly using amazon s3 use amazon cognito to connect with providers like google and facebook to
manage user identities read and write user data directly from the browser using dynamodb and build your own scalable custom microservices
with amazon lambda whether you ve never built a web application before or you re a seasoned web developer who s just looking for an
alternative to complex server side web frameworks this book describes a simple approach to building serverless web applications that you
can easily apply or adapt for your own projects what you need to follow the tutorial in this book you ll need a computer with a web
browser you ll also need a text editor and a git client building this web application will require some sort of development web server you
can use your own or you can also use the one included with the tutorial s prepared workspace the included web server requires ruby 2 0
although we also suggest few alternatives to get started quickly you need a basic understanding of html css and javascript if you re new
to these topics you can get up to speed using links we ll provide in the introduction



Hands-On Serverless Applications with Go

2018-08-29

learn to build secure deploy and manage your serverless application in golang with aws lambda key features implement aws lambda to build
scalable and cost efficient applications in go design and set the data flow between cloud services and custom business logic learn to design
lambda functions using real world examples and implementation scenarios book description serverless architecture is popular in the tech
community due to aws lambda go is simple to learn straightforward to work with and easy to read for other developers and now it s been
heralded as a supported language for aws lambda this book is your optimal guide to designing a go serverless application and deploying it
to lambda this book starts with a quick introduction to the world of serverless architecture and its benefits and then delves into aws
lambda using practical examples you ll then learn how to design and build a production ready application in go using aws serverless
services with zero upfront infrastructure investment the book will help you learn how to scale up serverless applications and handle
distributed serverless systems in production you will also learn how to log and test your application along the way you ll also discover
how to set up a ci cd pipeline to automate the deployment process of your lambda functions moreover you ll learn how to troubleshoot
and monitor your apps in near real time with services such as aws cloudwatch and x ray this book will also teach you how to secure the
access with aws cognito by the end of this book you will have mastered designing building and deploying a go serverless application what
you will learn understand how aws lambda works and use it to create an application understand how to scaleup serverless applications
design a cost effective serverless application in aws build a highly scalable and fault tolerant ci cd pipeline understand how to
troubleshoot and monitor serverless apps in aws discover the working of apis and single page applications build a production ready
serverless application in go who this book is for this book is for go developers who would like to learn about serverless architecture go
programming knowledge is assumed devops and solution architects who are interested in building serverless applications in go can also
choose this book

Serverless Architectures with AWS

2018-12-24

serverless architectures with aws teaches you how to build serverless applications on aws applications that do not require the developer
to provision scale or manage any servers using an event driven approach and aws lambda as the primary service the book explains the many
benefits of serverless architectures by the end of the book you

Building Modern Serverless Web APIs

2021-06-10

building and hosting microservices without servers using aws lambda key features learn end to end development of microservices using net
core and aws lambda learn a new way of hosting the net core api on the aws lambda serverless platform mastering microservices using net
core and aws lambda description building modern serverless apis introduces you to the serverless paradigm of the api application its
advantages and presents you the modern approach of developing the api the book makes efficient use of aws lambda services to develop
efficient scalable and cost effective api solutions the book begins with a quick introduction to microservices its characteristics and
current challenges faced in developing and implementing them the book explores core concepts of asp net core and some important aws
services that are commonly used to build microservices using aws it explores and provides real hands on microservice patterns and some of
the best practices used in designing the serverless architecture furthermore the book covers end to end demonstration of an application where
you will learn to develop build deploy and monitor microservices on aws lambda using net core 3 1 by the end of this book you will be
proficient in developing microservices with aws lambda and become a self starter to build your own secure microservices what you will
learn learn about microservices their characteristics patterns and where to use them understand popular microservice design patterns being
used with the serverless architecture learn about the asp net core api and its hosting strategies for building serverless microservices learn
about amazon services and the services commonly used to build microservices discover how to configure authorization and authentication
to secure microservices in aws learn about aws services available for continuous deployment and integration to deploy microservices who
this book is for this book is for a seasoned net developer or aws practitioner who wants to learn about the microservices architecture
patterns and how to deploy using aws lambda table of contents 1 microservices its characteristics and challenges 2 introduction to the
asp net core api 3 introduction to aws services 4 microservices patterns 5 the serverless paradigm 6 communication patterns and service
discovery 7 collaborating between microservices 8 distributed monitoring 9 security 10 continuous integration and deployment 11 aws
best practices

Hands-On Serverless Applications with Kotlin

2018-09-29

choose the right architecture and design it using design patterns to create a serverless application that cuts costs and is easily scalable
key featuresdesign enterprise ready serverless applications that effortlessly meet your customers requirementseffectively deploy manage
monitor and orchestrate serverless applications using awsuse cloud9 to provision a secured development environment in the cloudbook
description serverless is a cloud computing execution model where the cloud provider dynamically manages the allocation and provisioning
of servers many companies have started using serverless architectures to cut costs and improve scalability hands on serverless
applications with kotlin is your one stop guide to designing serverless architectures for your applications with aws and kotlin to start
with you ll explore the fundamentals of serverless architecture and how aws lambda functions work you will then learn to design build



secure and deploy your application to production in addition to these activities you ll understand how to implement non functional
requirements such as auditing and logging moving on you ll discover how to scale up and orchestrate serverless applications using an open
source framework and handle distributed serverless systems in production by the end of the book you ll have gained the knowledge needed to
build scalable and cost efficient kotlin applications with a serverless framework what you will learndesign a serverless architectureuse
aws lambda to contain your serverless apiexplore the various ways to keep serverless apps safe and secureunderstand how a serverless api
allows you to use huge infrastructure and cut costsdiscover how to handle distributed systems in kotlindesign the data flow between
cloud services and custom business logicsecure your kotlin aws serverless applicationmaster kotlin design patterns for serverless
applicationswho this book is for hands on serverless applications with kotlin is for you if you are a kotlin developer who wants to learn
about serverless architectures it is assumed that you have some knowledge of kotlin programming and aws

Serverless Architectures on AWS

2017-04-17

summary serverless architectures on aws teaches you how to build secure and manage serverless architectures that can power the most
demanding web and mobile apps forewords by patrick debois founder of devopsdays and dr donald f ferguson columbia university purchase of
the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the technology there s a shift underway
toward serverless cloud architectures with the release of serverless computer technologies such as aws lambda developers are now
building entirely serverless platforms at scale in these new architectures traditional back end servers are replaced with cloud functions
acting as discrete single purpose services by composing and combining these serverless cloud functions together in a loose orchestration and
adopting useful third party services developers can create powerful yet easy to understand applications about the book serverless
architectures on aws teaches you how to build secure and manage serverless architectures that can power the most demanding web and
mobile apps you ll get going quickly with this book s ready made real world examples code snippets diagrams and descriptions of
architectures that can be readily applied by the end you ll be able to architect and build your own serverless applications on aws what s
inside first steps with serverless computing important patterns and architectures writing aws lambda functions and using the api gateway
composing serverless applications using key services like auth0 and firebase securing deploying and managing serverless architectures about
the reader this book is for software developers interested in back end technologies experience with javascript node js and aws is useful but
not required about the author dr peter sbarski is a well known aws expert vp of engineering at a cloud guru and head of serverlessconf
table of contents part 1 first steps going serverless architectures and patterns building a serverless application setting up your cloud
part 2 core ideas authentication and authorization lambda the orchestrator api gateway part 3 growing your architecture storage
database going the last mile appendixes services for your serverless architecture installation and setup more about authentication and
authorization lambda insider models and mapping

AWS Lambda Quick Start Guide

2018-06-29

discover techniques and tools for building serverless applications with aws lambda key features learn to write run and deploy lambda
functions in the aws cloud make the most of aws lambda functions to build scalable and cost efficient systems a practical guide to
developing serverless services and applications in node js java python and c book description aws lambda is a part of aws that lets you run
your code without provisioning or managing servers this enables you to deploy applications and backend services that operate with no
upfront cost this book gets you up to speed on how to build scalable systems and deploy serverless applications with aws lambda the
book starts with the fundamental concepts of aws lambda and then teaches you how to combine your applications with other aws services
such as amazonapi gateway and dynamodb this book will also give a quick walk through on how to use the serverless framework to build
larger applications that can structure code or autogenerate boilerplate code that can be used to get started quickly for increased
productivity toward the end of the book you will learn how to write run and test lambda functions using node js java python and c what
you will learn understand the fundamental concepts of aws lambda get to grips with the serverless framework and how to create a
serverless project testing and debugging lambda functions create a stateful serverless backend with dynamodb program aws lambda with
java python and c program a lambda function with node js who this book is for this book is primarily for it architects and developers who
want to build scalable systems and deploy serverless applications with aws lambda no prior knowledge of aws is necessary

Building Serverless Applications with Python

2018-04-20

building efficient python applications at minimal cost by adopting serverless architectures key features design and set up a data flow
between cloud services and custom business logic make your applications efficient and reliable using serverless architecture build and deploy
scalable serverless python apis book description serverless architectures allow you to build and run applications and services without
having to manage the infrastructure many companies have adopted this architecture to save cost and improve scalability this book will
help you design serverless architectures for your applications with aws and python the book is divided into three modules the first module
explains the fundamentals of serverless architecture and how aws lambda functions work in the next module you will learn to build release
and deploy your application to production you will also learn to log and test your application in the third module we will take you
through advanced topics such as building a serverless api for your application you will also learn to troubleshoot and monitor your app
and master aws lambda programming concepts with api references moving on you will also learn how to scale up serverless applications and
handle distributed serverless systems in production by the end of the book you will be equipped with the knowledge required to build scalable
and cost efficient python applications with a serverless framework what you will learn understand how aws lambda and microsoft azure



functions work and use them to create an application explore various triggers and how to select them based on the problem statement build
deployment packages for lambda functions master the finer details about building lambda functions and versioning log and monitor serverless
applications learn about security in aws and lambda functions scale up serverless applications to handle huge workloads and serverless
distributed systems in production understand sam model deployment in aws lambda who this book is for this book is for python developers
who would like to learn about serverless architecture python programming knowledge is assumed

Full Stack Serverless

2020-07-13

cloud computing is typically associated with backend development and devops but with the rise of serverless technologies and a new
generation of services and frameworks frontend and mobile developers can build robust applications with production ready features such as
authentication and authorization api gateways chatbots augmented reality scenes and more this hands on guide shows you how nader dabit
developer advocate at amazon services guides you through the process of building full stack applications using react aws graphql and
aws amplify you ll learn how to create and incorporate services into your client applications while learning general best practices
deployment strategies rich media management and continuous integration and delivery along the way learn how to build serverless
applications that solve real problems understand what is and isn t possible when using these technologies create a graphql api that
interacts with dynamodb and a nosql database examine how authentication works and learn the difference between authentication and
authorization get an in depth view of how serverless functions work and why they re important build full stack applications on aws and
create offline apps with amplify datastore

AWS Lambda in Action

2016-11-27

summary aws lambda in action is an example driven tutorial that teaches you how to build applications that use an event driven approach
on the back end foreword by james governor about the technology with aws lambda you write your code and upload it to the aws cloud
aws lambda responds to the events triggered by your application or your users and automatically manages the underlying computer
resources for you back end tasks like analyzing a new document or processing requests from a mobile app are easy to implement your
application is divided into small functions leading naturally to a reactive architecture and the adoption of microservices about the book
aws lambda in action is an example driven tutorial that teaches you how to build applications that use an event driven approach on the
back end starting with an overview of aws lambda the book moves on to show you common examples and patterns that you can use to call
lambda functions from a web page or a mobile app the second part of the book puts these smaller examples together to build larger
applications by the end you ll be ready to create applications that take advantage of the high availability security performance and
scalability of aws what s inside create a simple api create an event driven media sharing application secure access to your application in the
cloud use functions from different clients like web pages or mobile apps connect your application with external services about the reader
requires basic knowledge of javascript some examples are also provided in python no aws experience is assumed about the author danilo
poccia is a technical evangelist at amazon services and a frequent speaker at public events and workshops table of contents running
functions in the cloud your first lambda function your function as a web api managing security using standalone functions managing
identities calling functions from a client designing an authentication service implementing an authentication service adding more features to
the authentication service building a media sharing application why event driven improving development and testing automating deployment
automating infrastructure management calling external services receiving events from other services part 1 first steps part 2 building event
driven applications part 3 from development to production part 4 using external services

Learn AWS Serverless Computing

2019-12-24

build deploy test and run cloud native serverless applications using aws lambda and other popular aws services key featureslearn how to
write run and deploy serverless applications in amazon servicesmake the most of aws lambda functions to build scalable and cost efficient
systemsbuild and deploy serverless applications with amazon api gateway and aws lambda functionsbook description serverless computing is
a way to run your code without having to provision or manage servers amazon services provides serverless services that you can use to
build and deploy cloud native applications starting with the basics of aws lambda this book takes you through combining lambda with other
services from aws such as amazon api gateway amazon dynamodb and amazon step functions you ll learn how to write run and test lambda
functions using examples in node js java python and c before you move on to developing and deploying serverless apis efficiently using the
serverless framework in the concluding chapters you ll discover tips and best practices for leveraging serverless framework to increase
your development productivity by the end of this book you ll have become well versed in building securing and running serverless applications
using amazon api gateway and aws lambda without having to manage any servers what you will learnunderstand the core concepts of
serverless computing in awscreate your own aws lambda functions and build serverless apis using amazon api gatewayexplore best
practices for developing serverless applications at scale using serverless frameworkdiscover the devops patterns in a modern ci cd pipeline
with aws codepipelinebuild serverless data processing jobs to extract transform and load dataenforce resource tagging policies with
continuous compliance and aws configcreate chatbots with natural language understanding to perform automated taskswho this book is
for this aws book is for cloud architects and developers who want to build and deploy serverless applications using aws lambda a basic
understanding of aws is required to get the most out of this book



Serverless Programming Cookbook

2019-01-31

build secure and deploy real world serverless applications in aws and peek into the serverless cloud offerings from azure google cloud and
ibm cloud key featuresbuild serverless applications with aws lambda aws cloudformation and aws cloudwatchperform data analytics and
natural language processing nlp on the aws serverless platformexplore various design patterns and best practices involved in serverless
computingbook description managing physical servers will be a thing of the past once you re able to harness the power of serverless
computing if you re already prepped with the basics of serverless computing serverless programming cookbook will help you take the next
step ahead this recipe based guide provides solutions to problems you might face while building serverless applications you ll begin by setting
up amazon services aws the primary cloud provider used for most recipes the next set of recipes will cover various components to build a
serverless application including rest apis database user management authentication web hosting domain registration dns management cdn
messaging notifications and monitoring the book also introduces you to the latest technology trends such as data streams machine learning
and nlp you will also see patterns and practices for using various services in a real world application finally to broaden your
understanding of serverless computing you ll also cover getting started guides for other cloud providers such as azure google cloud
platform and ibm cloud by the end of this book you ll have acquired the skills you need to build serverless applications efficiently using
various cloud offerings what you will learnserverless computing in aws and explore services with other cloudsdevelop full stack apps
with api gateway cognito lambda and dynamodbhosting with s3 cloudfront route 53 and aws certificate managersqs and sns for effective
communication between microservices monitoring and troubleshooting with cloudwatch logs and metrics explore kinesis streams amazon ml
models and alexa skills kitwho this book is for for developers looking for practical solutions to common problems while building a
serverless application this book provides helpful recipes to get started with this intermediate level book knowledge of basic programming is a
must

DevOps for Serverless Applications

2018-09-29

set up complete ci and cd pipelines for your serverless applications using devops principles key featuresunderstand various services for
designing serverless architecture build cd pipelines using various cloud providers for your serverless applications implement devops best
practices when building serverless applicationsbook description serverless applications are becoming very popular among developers and are
generating a buzz in the tech market many organizations struggle with the effective implementation of devops with serverless applications
devops for serverless applications takes you through different devops related scenarios to give you a solid foundation in serverless
deployment you will start by understanding the concepts of serverless architecture and development and why they are important then you
will get to grips with the devops ideology and gain an understanding of how it fits into the serverless framework you ll cover deployment
framework building and deployment with ci and cd pipelines for serverless applications you will also explore log management and issue
reporting in the serverless environment in the concluding chapters you will learn important security tips and best practices for secure
pipeline management by the end of this book you will be in a position to effectively build a complete ci and cd delivery pipeline with log
management for serverless applications what you will learnexplore serverless fundamentals and effectively combine them with devopsset up
ci and cd with aws lambda and other popular serverless service providers with the help of the serverless frameworkperform monitoring and
logging with serverless applicationsset up a dynamic dashboard for different service providersdiscover best practices for applying devops
to serverless architectureunderstand use cases for different serverless architectureswho this book is for devops for serverless
applications is for devops engineers architects or anyone interested in understanding the devops ideology in the serverless world you will
learn to use devops with serverless and apply continuous integration continuous delivery testing logging and monitoring with serverless

Beginning Serverless Architectures with Microsoft Azure

2018-07-25

migrating your application to a cloud based serverless architecture doesn t have to be difficult reduce complexity and minimize the time you
spend administering servers or worrying about availability with this comprehensive guide to serverless applications on azure key features
provides information on integration of azure products plan and implement your own serverless backend to meet tried and true development
standards includes step by step instructions to help you navigate advanced concepts and application integrations book description many
businesses are rapidly adopting a microservices first approach to development driven by the availability of new commercial services like azure
functions and aws lambda in this book we ll show you how to quickly get up and running with your own serverless development on
microsoft azure we start by working through a single function and work towards integration with other azure services like app insights and
cosmos db to handle common user requirements like analytics and highly performant distributed storage we finish up by providing you with
the context you need to get started on a larger project of your own choosing leaving you equipped with everything you need to migrate to
a cloud first serverless solution what you will learn identify the key advantages and disadvantages of serverless development build a
fully functioning serverless application and utilize a wide variety of azure services create deploy and manage your own azure functions in
the cloud implement core design principles for writing effective serverless code who this book is for this book is ideal for back end developers
or engineers who want a quick hands on introduction to developing serverless applications within the microsoft ecosystem

Mastering AWS Lambda

2017-08-11



build cost effective and highly scalable serverless applications using aws lambda about this book leverage aws lambda to significantly
lower your infrastructure costs and deploy out massively scalable event driven systems and applications learn how to design and build
lambda functions using real world examples and implementation scenarios explore the serverless ecosystem with a variety of toolsets and
aws services including dynamodb api gateway and much more who this book is for if you are a cloud administrator and or developer who
wishes to explore learn and leverage aws lambda to design build and deploy serverless applications in the cloud then this is the book for
you the book assumes you have some prior knowledge and hands on experience with aws core services such as ec2 iam s3 along with the
knowledge to work with any popular programming language such as node js java c and so on what you will learn understand the hype
significance and business benefits of serverless computing and applications plunge into the serverless world of aws lambda and master its
core components and how it works find out how to effectively and efficiently design develop and test lambda functions using node js along
with some keen coding insights and best practices explore best practices to effectively monitor and troubleshoot serverless applications
using aws cloudwatch and other third party services in the form of datadog and loggly quickly design and develop serverless applications
by leveraging aws lambda dynamodb and api gateway using the serverless application framework saf and other aws services such as step
functions explore a rich variety of real world serverless use cases with lambda and see how you can apply it to your environments in detail
aws is recognized as one of the biggest market leaders for cloud computing and why not it has evolved a lot since the time it started out by
providing just basic services such as ec2 and s3 and today they go all the way from iot to machine learning image recognition chatbot
frameworks and much more one of those recent services that is also gaining a lot of traction is aws lambda although seemingly simple and
easy to use lambda is a highly effective and scalable compute service that provides developers with a powerful platform to design and
develop serverless event driven systems and applications the book begins with a high level introduction into the world of serverless
computing and its advantages and use cases followed by a deep dive into aws lambda you ll learn what services aws lambda provides to
developers how to design write and test lambda functions as well as monitor and troubleshoot them the book is designed and accompanied
with a vast variety of real world examples use cases and code samples that will enable you to get started on your serverless
applications quickly by the end of the book you will have gained all the skills required to work with aws lambda services style and
approach this step by step guide will help you build serverless applications and run serverless workloads using the aws lambda service you
ll be able to get started with it in a matter of minutes with easy to follow code snippets and examples

Monetizing Machine Learning

2018-09-12

take your python machine learning ideas and create serverless web applications accessible by anyone with an internet connection some of the
most popular serverless cloud providers are covered in this book amazon microsoft google and pythonanywhere you will work through a
series of common python data science problems in an increasing order of complexity the practical projects presented in this book are simple
clear and can be used as templates to jump start many other types of projects you will learn to create a web application around numerical
or categorical predictions understand the analysis of text create powerful and interactive presentations serve restricted access to data
and leverage web plugins to accept credit card payments and donations you will get your projects into the hands of the world in no time
each chapter follows three steps modeling the right way designing and developing a local web application and deploying onto a popular and
reliable serverless cloud provider you can easily jump to or skip particular topics in the book you also will have access to jupyter
notebooks and code repositories for complete versions of the code covered in the book what you ll learn extend your machine learning
models using simple techniques to create compelling and interactive web dashboards leverage the flask web framework for rapid prototyping
of your python models and ideascreate dynamic content powered by regression coefficients logistic regressions gradient boosting machines
bayesian classifications and more harness the power of tensorflow by exporting saved models into web applications create rich web
dashboards to handle complex real time user input with javascript and ajax to yield interactive and tailored contentcreate dashboards
with paywalls to offer subscription based accessaccess api data such as google maps openweather etc apply different approaches to make
sense of text data and return customized intelligence build an intuitive and useful recommendation site to add value to users and entice them
to keep coming back utilize the freemium offerings of google analytics and analyze the results take your ideas all the way to your customer
s plate using the top serverless cloud providers who this book is for those with some programming experience with python code editing and
access to an interpreter in working order the book is geared toward entrepreneurs who want to get their ideas onto the web without
breaking the bank small companies without an it staff students wanting exposure and training and for all data science professionals ready
to take things to the next level

Building Serverless Architectures

2017-07-19

build scalable reliable and cost effective applications with a serverless architecture about this book design a real world serverless
application from scratch learn about aws lambda function and how to use lambda functions to glue other aws services use the java
programming language and well known design patterns although java is used for the examples in this book the concept is applicable across
all languages learn to migrate your jax rs application to aws lambda and api gateway who this book is for this book is for developers and
software architects who are interested in designing on the back end since the book uses java to teach concepts knowledge of java is required
what you will learn learn to form microservices from bigger softwares orchestrate and scale microservices design and set up the data flow
between cloud services and custom business logic get to grips with cloud provider s apis limitations and known issues migrate existing java
applications to a serverless architecture acquire deployment strategies build a highly available and scalable data persistence layer
unravel cost optimization techniques in detail over the past years all kind of companies from start ups to giant enterprises started their
move to public cloud providers in order to save their costs and reduce the operation effort needed to keep their shops open now it is even
possible to craft a complex software system consisting of many independent micro functions that will run only when they are needed
without needing to maintain individual servers the focus of this book is to design serverless architectures and weigh the advantages and
disadvantages of this approach along with decision factors to consider you will learn how to design a serverless application get to know



that key points of services that serverless applications are based on and known issues and solutions the book addresses key challenges such
as how to slice out the core functionality of the software to be distributed in different cloud services and cloud functions it covers basic
and advanced usage of these services testing and securing the serverless software automating deployment and more by the end of the book
you will be equipped with knowledge of new tools and techniques to keep up with this evolution in the it industry style and approach the
book takes a pragmatic approach showing you all the examples you need to build efficient serverless applications

Programming AWS Lambda

2020-03-18

serverless revolutionizes the way organizations build and deploy software with this hands on guide java engineers will learn how to use
their experience in the new world of serverless computing you ll discover how this cloud computing execution model can drastically
decrease the complexity in developing and operating applications while reducing costs and time to market engineering leaders john chapin and
mike roberts guide you through the process of developing these applications using aws lambda amazon s event driven serverless computing
platform you ll learn how to prepare the development environment program lambda functions and deploy and operate your serverless
software the chapters include exercises to help you through each aspect of the process get an introduction to serverless functions as a
service and aws lambda learn how to deploy working lambda functions to the cloud program lambda functions and learn how the lambda
platform integrates with other aws services build and package java based lambda code and dependencies create serverless applications by
building a serverless api and data pipeline test your serverless applications using automated techniques apply advanced techniques to build
production ready applications understand both the gotchas and new opportunities of serverless architecture

Serverless Single Page Apps

2016
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master serverless architectures in python and their implementation with zappa on three different frameworks key features scalable serverless
python web services using django flask and pyramid learn asynchronous task execution on aws lambda and scheduling using zappa
implementing zappa in a docker container book description serverless applications are becoming very popular these days not just because they
save developers the trouble of managing the servers but also because they provide several other benefits such as cutting heavy costs and
improving the overall performance of the application this book will help you build serverless applications in a quick and efficient way we
begin with an introduction to aws and the api gateway the environment for serverless development and zappa we then look at building
testing and deploying apps in aws with three different frameworks flask django and pyramid setting up a custom domain along with ssl
certificates and configuring them with zappa is also covered a few advanced zappa settings are also covered along with securing zappa with
aws vpc by the end of the book you will have mastered using three frameworks to build robust and cost efficient serverless apps in python
what you will learn build test and deploy a simple web service using aws cli integrate flask based python applications via aws cli
configuration design rest apis integrated with zappa for flask and django create a project in the pyramid framework and configure it with
zappa generate ssl certificates using amazon certificate manager configure custom domains with aws route 53 create a docker container
similar to aws lambda who this book is for python developers who are interested in learning how to develop fast and highly scalable
serverless applications in python will find this book useful

Building Serverless Python Web Services with Zappa

2018-07-30

build complex observable and fault tolerant serverless systems easily on microsoft azure key featuresuse serverless systems to help you
fulfill complex requirements develop your knowledge of azure microsoft serverlessunderstand concepts with a hands on approach and
helpful examplesbook description advanced serverless architectures with microsoft azure redefines your experience of designing serverless
systems it shows you how to tackle challenges of varying levels not just the straightforward ones you ll be learning how to deliver
features quickly by building systems which retain the scalability and benefits of serverless you ll begin your journey by learning how to
build a simple completely serverless application then you ll build a highly scalable solution using a queue load messages onto the queue
and read them asynchronously to boost your knowledge further the book also features durable functions and ways to use them to solve
errors in a complex system you ll then learn about security by building a security solution from serverless components next you ll gain an
understanding of observability and ways to leverage application insights to bring you performance benefits as you approach the concluding



chapters you ll explore chaos engineering and the benefits of resilience by actively switching off a few of the functions within a complex
system submitting a request and observing the resulting behavior by the end of this book you will have developed the skills you need to build
and maintain increasingly complex systems that match evolving platform requirements what you will learnunderstand what true serverless
architecture isstudy how to extend and scale architectures until they become complex implement durable functions in your designimprove the
observability of your serverless architectureimplement security solutions using serverless serviceslearn how to practise chaos engineering
in productionwho this book is for advanced serverless architectures with microsoft azure is is ideal if you want to build serverless systems
with fewer outages and high performance using azure familiarity with the c syntax and azure functions and arm templates will help you to
benefit more from this book prior knowledge of basic front end development html js and css is beneficial but not essential some devops
knowledge is also beneficial but not essential

Advanced Serverless Architectures with Microsoft Azure

2019-02-28

serverless computing greatly simplifies software development your team can focus solely on your application while the cloud provider
manages the servers you need this practical guide shows you step by step how to build and deploy complex applications in a flexible
multicloud multilanguage environment using apache openwhisk you ll learn how this platform enables you to pursue a vendor independent
approach using preconfigured containers microservices and kubernetes as your cloud operating system michele sciabarr� demonstrates how
to build a serverless application using classical design patterns and the programming language or languages that best fit your task you ll
start by building a simple serverless application hands on before diving into the more complex aspects of the openwhisk platform examine how
openwhisk s serverless architecture works including the use of packages actions sequences triggers rules and feeds learn how openwhisk
compares to existing architectures such as java enterprise edition manipulate openwhisk features using the command line interface or a
javascript api design applications using common gang of four design patterns use architectural design patterns such as model view
controller to combine several openwhisk actions learn how to test and debug your code in a serverless environment

Learning Apache OpenWhisk

2019-07-03

with a new generation of services and frameworks frontend and mobile developers can use their existing skill set to build full stack
applications by leveraging the cloud developers can build robust applications with production ready features such as authentication apis
data layers machine learning chatbots and ar scenes more easily than ever by taking advantage of these new serverless and cloud
technologies this practical guide explains how nader dabit developer advocate at amazon services shows developers how to build full
stack applications using react aws graphql and the amplify framework you ll learn how to create and incorporate services into your
client applications while exploring general best practices deployment strategies continuous integration and delivery and rich media
management along the way learn how to build applications that solve real problems understand what is and isn t possible when using these
technologies examine how authentication works and learn the difference between authentication and authorization discover how serverless
functions work and why they re important use graphql in your application and learn why it s important learn how to build full stack
applications on aws

Full Stack Serverless

2020-10-13

design develop build and deliver an end to end serverless architecture by leveraging azure services frameworks and tools this book offers a
holistic approach guiding you through the design and development of a twitter bot application while leveraging azure functions integrating
serverless architecture begins with an overview of serverless computing and getting started with azure functions here you will create a
twitter bot function which scans twitter for the latest tweets and makes use of dependency injection further you will learn about azure
cosmos db where you will cover its change feed mechanism and the repository pattern you will create a cosmos db trigger based tweet
notifier function which will broadcast the latest tweets to connected clients you will explore the basics of azure service bus and create a
tweet scheduler function which will prioritize different keywords for the twitter bot function along the way you will debug deliver and
test the functions in the azure environment this book shows you how to secure your azure function secrets with the help of azure key vault
to further your understanding of the technology you will learn logging and exception handling in azure functions later in the book you will
build a twitter bot web application by using asp net core and materialize css which will interact with several http based azure functions
the twitter bot web application allows users to log in through the twitter identity provider subscribe to different keywords hashtags and
browse the latest tweets based on subscriptions you will get started with signalr service and integrate it with azure functions and web
applications towards the end you will go through app service authentication on azure functions and discover how to configure continuous
integration and delivery to azure functions after reading this book you will be able to understand the steps involved in design development
and delivery of a workflow using azure functions what you will learn design and develop a twitter bot application using azure functions
with azure app service as the front end leverage azure cosmos db as data storage and trigger notifications using its change feed mechanism
store and retrieve secrets from azure key vault integrate azure functions with azure signalr service to broadcast real time messages secure
azure functions by enabling twitter identity authentication using built in app service authentication build a continuous integration and
continuous delivery pipeline for azure functions using visual studio team services vsts who this book is for developers software engineers
and architects who design and manage infrastructures and build applications by leveraging microsoft cloud services



Integrating Serverless Architecture

2019-05-27

get up and running with serverless workloads across aws azure gcp kubernetes and virtual machines with real life examples and best
practices for design development and security of serverless applications purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key
features learn with diy projects and step by step instructions for different serverless technologies and vendors explore detailed sections on
running serverless workloads across kubernetes and virtual machines discover cloudflare serverless solutions to modernize your web
applications book description serverless computing has emerged as a mainstream paradigm in both cloud and on premises computing with aws
lambda playing a pivotal role in shaping the function as a service faas landscape however with the explosion of serverless technologies and
vendors it has become increasingly challenging to comprehend the foundational services and their offerings architecting cloud native
serverless solutions lays a strong foundation for understanding the serverless landscape and technologies in a vendor agnostic manner you
ll learn how to select the appropriate cloud vendors and technologies based on your specific needs in addition you ll dive deep into the
serverless services across aws gcp azure and cloudflare followed by open source serverless tools such as knative openfaas and openwhisk
along with examples you ll explore serverless solutions on kubernetes that can be deployed on both cloud hosted clusters and on premises
environments with real world use cases furthermore you ll explore development frameworks devops approaches best practices security
considerations and design principles associated with serverless computing by the end of this serverless book you ll be well equipped to solve
your business problems by using the appropriate serverless vendors and technologies to build efficient and cost effective serverless systems
independently what you will learn understand the serverless landscape and its potential build serverless solutions across aws azure and
gcp develop and run serverless applications on kubernetes implement open source faas with knative openfaas and openwhisk modernize web
architecture with cloudflare serverless discover popular serverless frameworks and devops for serverless explore software design and
serverless architecture patterns acquire an understanding of serverless development and security best practices who this book is for this
book is for devops platform cloud site reliability engineers or application developers looking to build serverless solutions it s a valuable
reference for solution architects trying to modernize a legacy application or working on a greenfield project it s also helpful for anyone
trying to solve business or operational problems without wanting to manage complicated technology infrastructure using serverless
technologies a basic understanding of cloud computing and some familiarity with at least one cloud vendor python programming language
and working with cli will be helpful when reading this book

Architecting Cloud-Native Serverless Solutions

2023-06-23

learn the basics of serverless computing and how to develop event driven architectures with the three major cloud platforms amazon
services microsoft azure and google cloud this hands on guide dives into the foundations of serverless computing its use cases and how to
apply it using developer tools such as node js visual studio code postman and serverless framework you will apply the fundamentals of
serverless technology from the ground up and come away with a greater understanding of its power and how to make it work for you this
book teaches you how to quickly and securely develop applications without the hassle of configuring and maintaining infrastructure you
will learn how to harness serverless technology to rapidly reduce production time and minimize your costs while still having the freedom to
customize your code without hindering functionality upon completion you will have the knowledge and resources to build your own
serverless application hosted in aws azure or google cloud and will have experienced the benefits of event driven technology for yourself
what you ll learn gain a deeper understanding of serverless computing and when to use it use development tools such as node js postman and
vs code to quickly set up your serverless development environment and produce applications apply triggers to your serverless functions
that best suit the architecture for the problem the functions are solving begin building applications across cloud providers that utilize the
power of serverless technology understand best development practices with serverless computing to maintain scalable and practical
solutions code with an agnostic approach to cloud providers to minimize provider dependency who this book is for any developer looking to
expand current knowledge of serverless computing its applications and how to architect serverless solutions or someone just beginning in
these areas

Beginning Serverless Computing

2017-11-24

build azure functions and integrate them with azure cosmos db data models description this book provides examples to start with azure
functions and azure cosmos db it demonstrates the features available in both of the mentioned azure services and discusses them in detail
with some real world examples reading a csv file and write to a cosmos db table store � read emails using microsoft graph api and save them
in a cosmos db cosmos db trigger function to send sms notifications to clients a queue trigger to create new nodes in the cosmos db graph
data store are some of them � you will be able to see the above case studies with code samples implemented in c net core typescript and
python it consists of a very basic example two intermediate samples then and an advanced level one you will experience the triggers and input
output bindings available for a function like queue trigger blob trigger and cosmos db trigger to name a few also you will be able to see
some interesting features available in azure functions like performance optimizations scalability of a function app geographical distribution
of the function in different locations error handling writing unit tests for the functions to avoid breaking changes how to ensure a function
app is secure and then how to deploy a function and monitor and troubleshoot a function app at the end of this book you will gain strong
experience in using azure functions and how to manage serverless applications seamlessly without any failure with utmost performance key
features�� expert led coverage on integrating azure functions industry proven examples and best practices on implementation of azure
cosmos db learn to work on performance optimization and error handling integration of azure function with other azure services what you
will learn� you will be able to create an azure function and integrate it with many azure services including the azure cosmos db you will



get experience implementing a function using programming languages like c net core typescript and python you will get hands on experience on
the performance optimizing of a function how to scale them how to apply security to the function app error handling and testing in a
function who this book is for�� this book is for developers who want to get the knowledge and experience in azure functions and azure
cosmos db if you have a programming knowledge of net typescript python or any other programming language it will be enough to understand
the concepts and samples in this book if you have worked with a cloud technology or have experience in any of the azure cloud services then
it will be a definite advantage table of contents 1 beginning azure function apps 2 your first azure function app 3 let�s get started with
cosmos db 4 structure your data in cosmos db 5 your first cosmos db 6 serverless design patterns 7 performance and scalability of a
function app 8 geo distribution in a function app 9 error handling and testing 10 secure your function app 11 deployments in a function app
12 monitor and troubleshoot function apps 13 azure functions with cosmos db table api� 14 azure functions with cosmos db sql api 15
cosmos db trigger in azure function 16 azure functions with cosmos db gremlin api

Building Serverless Apps with Azure Functions and Cosmos DB

2021-02-05

quickstart guide for aws amazon services lambdaaws lambda is an incredibly versatile and powerful platform but only if you know how to
use it need to learn aws lambda fast aws lambda is a serverless event driven cloud platform with lambda your computing resources are as
big as your imagination lower your infrastructure costs while deploying systems and applications that are infinitely scalable learn how to
design and then build lambda functions and master aws lambda with actual code and examples contained in this book when you understand
how to use amazon services and aws lambda specifically you unlock a world of computing power and possibilities get the most out of aws
lambda simply by following the easy instructions fully explained inside this guide it doesn t matter if you have never used aws before this
step by step guide gives you everything you need to know to do more with aws lambda than you ever thought possible fully up to datethe
world of cloud computing is changing constantly and yesterday s instructions are useless today save yourself the headache and
frustration of trying to use a guide that just doesn t work anymore brand new and up to date this guide shows you exactly what you need
to do to get up and running on aws lambda today here is a preview of what you will learn in this guide what is aws lambda why use aws
lambda how to begin using aws lambda familiarizing yourself with the serverless framework defining core concepts in the serverless
framework installing the serverless framework setting up credentials creating amazon services access keys using amazon services access keys
quick setup using amazon services profiles to set up using services functions and events services functions events deployment samples and
implementation and so much more if you aren t a tech savvy person have no fear with this guide in your hands that will not be a barrier for
you any longer learn aws lambda quickly and easily when you grab this guide now

AWS Lambda

2019-07-17

go beyond the basics and build complete applications using the rust programming language updated for rust 2021 edition the applications
you ll build over the course of this book include a high performance web client an embedded computer for a robot for example a game a
serverless web app and an application that incorporates ai and machine learning each chapter is organized in the following format what the
kind of should application look like requirements and user stories of our example program an introduction to the rust libraries used the
actual implementation of the example program including common pitfalls and their solutions and a brief comparison of libraries for building
each application if there is no clear preference practical rust projects second edition will open your eyes to how rust can be put to
practical real world use after reading this book you will be able to use rust to build a variety of your own projects what you will learn
explore practical rust programming language based projects examples and case studies create a gui build a high performance web front end
using webassembly develop rest apis using rust go serverless to develop a cloud application using the amazon aws rust sdk create a game
using rust along with ai and machine learning apps who this book is for those with basic rust knowledge who want to learn more about how
to apply rust in real world scenarios

Practical Rust Projects

2023-08-06

your practical handbook for securing cloud native applications key features an overview of security in cloud native applications such as
modern architectures containers ci cd pipeline and so on using automation such as infrastructure as code and policy as code to achieve
security at scale implementing security from encryption and secrets management to threat management description security for cloud native
applications is an overview of cloud native application s characteristics from a security point of view filled with best practices for
securing services based on aws azure and gcp infrastructure this book is a practical guide for securing cloud native applications
throughout their lifecycle it establishes foundational knowledge of cloud services and cloud native characteristics it focuses on securing
design approaches like apis microservices and event driven architectures specific technologies like containers kubernetes and serverless
functions are covered with security best practices the book emphasizes integrating security throughout development using ci cd pipelines and
iac tools it explores policy as code for enforcing security policies and immutable infrastructure for enhanced security posture key
management and threat detection strategies are also covered finally the book offers a practical example and resources for further learning
by the end of the book the reader will be able to design and secure modern applications using the public cloud scale managed services
automation and built in security controls what you will learn how to secure modern design architectures from apis event driven
architectures and microservices how to secure applications using containers and the kubernetes platform how to secure applications using
serverless function as a service how to implement key and secrets management as part of cloud native applications how to implement the 12
factor application methodology and immutable infrastructure in cloud native applications who this book is for this book is for security



professionals software development teams devops and cloud architects and all those who are designing maintaining and securing cloud
native applications table of contents 1 introduction to cloud native applications 2 securing modern design architectures 3 containers and
kubernetes for cloud native applications 4 serverless for cloud native applications 5 building secure ci cd pipelines 6 the 12 factor
application methodology 7 using infrastructure as code 8 authorization and policy as code 9 implementing immutable infrastructure 10
encryption and secrets management 11 threat management in cloud native applications 12 summary and key takeaways

Security for Cloud Native Applications

2024-03-26

are you ready to conquer the world of modern programming with confidence and precision mastering rust is your gateway to unlocking the
true potential of the rust programming language whether you re a seasoned developer aiming to expand your toolkit or a programming
novice ready to embark on an exciting journey this comprehensive guide will equip you with the skills to develop robust efficient and secure
software key features 1 deep dive into rust fundamentals immerse yourself in the core concepts of rust programming starting from its origins
and design philosophy explore variables data types ownership and borrowing the pillars of rust s safety and performance 2 memory safety
and concurrency discover rust s groundbreaking ownership model designed to eliminate memory related bugs and ensure your code runs
smoothly dive into rust s concurrency features including threads and async programming to build responsive and efficient applications 3
advanced data structures and algorithms elevate your coding prowess by mastering rust s data structures and algorithms from vectors
and hash maps to trees and graphs learn how to leverage these structures to solve complex problems with elegance and efficiency 4 building
reliable applications explore best practices for structuring and organizing your rust projects gain insights into error handling testing and
writing clean maintainable code that thrives in real world scenarios 5 harnessing rust s standard library maximize your productivity by
harnessing the capabilities of rust s rich standard library from working with files and networking to parsing and formatting data leverage
these powerful tools to streamline your development process 6 development and beyond create dynamic web applications using rust s modern
web frameworks dive into concepts like routing templating and database integration to build web solutions that are as performant as they
are secure 7 advanced language features push the boundaries of your rust knowledge by exploring advanced topics such as macros traits
and pattern matching craft expressive idiomatic code that showcases the elegance and power of the rust language 8 performance
optimization master the art of optimizing rust applications for top notch performance learn profiling techniques memory management and
benchmarking to ensure your software runs efficiently 9 deployment and devops navigate the landscape of deploying rust applications to
various platforms discover containerization and adopt devops practices that streamline your development to production pipeline who this
book is for mastering rust is an indispensable companion for developers of all levels of expertise who are eager to harness the capabilities of
the rust programming language whether you re a novice programmer or a seasoned coder looking to embrace rust s unique features this book
will guide you through the language s nuances and empower you to create resilient high performance software

Mastering Rust

2023-09-26

deploy functions efficiently using different cloud based serverless offerings key features understand the concept of function as a service
implement serverless solutions using aws lambda azure functions and google cloud functions practical approach towards choosing the best
tool for your serverless environment book description serverless applications and architectures are gaining momentum and are increasingly
being used by companies of all sizes serverless software takes care of many problems that developers face when running systems and servers
such as fault tolerance centralized logging horizontal scalability and deployments you will learn how to harness serverless technology
to rapidly reduce production time and minimize your costs while still having the freedom to customize your code without hindering
functionality upon finishing the book you will have the knowledge and resources to build your own serverless application hosted in aws
microsoft azure or google cloud platform and will have experienced the benefits of event driven technology for yourself this hands on guide
dives into the basis of serverless architectures and how to build them using node js as a programming language visual studio code for code
editing and postman for quickly and securely developing applications without the hassle of configuring and maintaining infrastructure on
three public cloud platforms what you will learn understand the benefts of serverless computing and know when to use it develop
serverless applications on aws azure and google cloud get to grips with function as a service faas apply triggers to serverless functions
build event driven apps using serverless frameworks use the node js programming language to build serverless apps use code editors such as
visual studio code as development environments master the best development practices for creating scalable and practical solutions who
this book is for this book is targeted towards developers system administrators or any stakeholder working in the serverless environment
and want to understand how functions work basic idea of serverless architecture can be an added advantage

Hands-On Serverless Computing

2018-07-23

foreword by werner vogels vice president and corporate technology officer amazon the aws exam has been updated your study guide should
be too the aws certified developer official study guide associate exam is your ultimate preparation resource for the latest exam covering
all exam objectives this invaluable resource puts a team of aws experts at your side with expert guidance clear explanations and the
wisdom of experience with aws best practices you ll master core services and basic architecture and equip yourself to develop deploy and
debug cloud based applications using aws the aws developer certification is earned by those who demonstrate the technical knowledge and
skill associated with best practices for building secure reliable cloud based applications using aws technology this book is your official
exam prep companion providing everything you need to know to pass with flying colors study the aws certified developer exam objectives gain
expert insight on core aws services and best practices test your understanding of key concepts with challenging chapter questions access



online study tools including electronic flashcards a searchable glossary practice exams and more cloud computing offers businesses the
opportunity to replace up front capital infrastructure expenses with low variable costs that scale as they grow this customized
responsiveness has negated the need for far future infrastructure planning putting thousands of servers at their disposal as needed and
businesses have responded propelling aws to the number one spot among cloud service providers now these businesses need qualified aws
developers and the aws certification validates the exact skills and knowledge they re looking for when you re ready to get serious about
your cloud credentials the aws certified developer official study guide associate exam is the resource you need to pass the exam with flying
colors note as of october 7 2019 the accompanying code for hands on exercises in the book is available for downloading from the secure
resources area in the online test bank you ll find code for chapters 1 2 11 and 12

AWS Certified Developer Official Study Guide

2019-09-24

build an end to end application from development to production by binding angular with firebase in this complete guide to web application
development key features build a real time production ready web application by leveraging the features of angular as front end and firebase
as the back end learn more about authentication databases and security with firebase learn how to grow your application user base using
google analytics and how to make your application pwa compliant book description this book is a complete package for you to build real
time web applications you will build an end to end social networking web application from development to production with angular as the
frontend and firebase as the backend you will create an application called friends with authentication friends and chat features during the
process you ll use firebase authentication to register new users and firebase database to store your extra user data you ll take a look at
how to store and retrieve your user s images from firebase storage then you ll create a real time chat module with the firebase database
next you ll secure your database using firebase security make your application live with firebase hosting and develop your application with
analytics moving on you ll take a look at how to create web pages using bootstrap with html css and typescript you will use the
angularfire2 library api in angular services to interact with firebase and write unit tests using the jasmine framework that will help you to
write a production ready application you ll also discover various debugging techniques to troubleshoot any bug in your application
finally you ll make your application progressive applications compliant by the end of this book you ll be able to confidently build any
complex application what you will learn understand the core concepts of angular framework create web pages with angular as front end
and firebase as back end develop a real time social networking application make your application live with firebase hosting engage your user
using firebase cloud messaging grow your application with google analytics learn about progressive app who this book is for this book is
for javascript developers who have some previous knowledge of the angular framework and want to start developing serverless
applications with angular and firebase if you are looking for a more practical and less theory based approach to learn these concepts then
this book is for you

Hands-On Full Stack Development with Angular 5 and Firebase

2018-02-23
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